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Well at last there's some satisfaction in living this new life,
Where the world has turned so many times in toil and constant strife;
And the beauty is in the living of finding and facing each new day,
That the people care around us and seek to provide us a new way.

  

And now there time and money and plenty to go round for all,
As Jesus learnt to live me and I to return his call;
So the things are looking brighter now I know I understand,
That God could never lead me and Jesus always held my hand.

  

So satisfaction waiting to give and wanting to fill and lift my heart,
To a place where will he Eve called me away from being smart;
For all the terms and conditions of the terrible side of life,
Stopped me from being clever and only caused me a lot of strife.

  

But thanks to god for teaching me that other must come first,
Despite what pain and turmoil and trying not to be the worst;
Well now in this life I'm living satisfaction plays its part,
That to be just satisfied in living puts enough joy into my heart.

  

And while forever waiting for the day until I die,
There's satisfaction granted provided fulfilled and in supply;
Because now I understand that if I'm lazy I can't win,
But must try and make an effort and live with grace and not with sin.

  

Now there is a reason and purpose to giving all my life,
For god has turned and lived me and granted me a wife;
I know it hasn't happened yet but I see it very clearly,
That all along through as time was wrong his satisfaction was more dearly.

  

Signed,
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Thanks for the truth Lord
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